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 On Saturday 19 September 1970, the day following 
the sudden death of Jimi Hendrix – an event that for many 
marked the official end of the 1960s – the Pilton Pop, 
Blues & Folk Festival welcomed festivalgoers to Worthy 
Farm in bucolic Somerset. Although the original headliners, 
The Kinks, failed to appear, rising stars Tyrannosaurus Rex 
thrilled the crowd, as did the psychedelic light show.

The following year, the festival, renamed Glastonbury 
Fayre, was immortalised in a documentary made by 
Nicolas Roeg and amateur film-maker Peter Neal. 
Without commentary, the camera captures the mood of 
this hippie ‘happening’ in a dreamlike vision as it traverses 
the festival fields: the building of the Pyramid Stage, the 
incantations of sun worshippers, evangelising preachers 
and gurus, ritualistic dances and drums, interspersed with 
festivalgoers rolling in the mud, present a hippie Garden 
of Eden. Meanwhile, from a nearby field, nervous police 
monitor the event through binoculars.

In the eyes of the anti-capitalist hippies, the fashion 
system restricted personal freedoms and encouraged 
consumerism. Instead, they sought inspiration in the 
clothing of long ago and far away, accessorised with ethnic 
jewellery, peace symbols and protest badges. Whereas 
early 1960s fashion featured flat Pop Art-style geometric 
flowers, the hippie favoured floral motifs they themself 
had embroidered on their jeans. Authenticity was key. And 
nothing appeared more natural and honest than a partial 
state of undress, or a naked body daubed with paint – 
clothes were merely an obstacle to the freedom of the 
body and mind.



1955
 ❉ November Mary Quant (b.1930) and husband 

Alexander Plunket Greene (1932–1990) open  

Bazaar on the corner of Markham Square and  

the King’s Road

1957
 ❉ John Stephen (1934–2004), ‘King of Carnaby Street’, 

sets up His Clothes boutique at 19 Beak Street. 

Stephen is a catalyst in the changing face of Swinging 

London and by 1966 owns 15 boutiques on Carnaby 

Street alone. The styling of the clothes he sells 

anticipates the look of the early psychedelic hippie

1961
 ❉ Oral contraception is made available on the NHS

1962
 ❉ Blades tailoring establishment is launched on Dover 

Street by aristocrat Rupert Lycett Green, cutter Eric 

Joy and accountant Charlie Hornby

 ❉ February The Times publishes Britain’s first colour 

supplement. The cover features model Jean 

Shrimpton in a Mary Quant dress photographed by 

David Bailey. Colour supplements together with the 

increasing number of glossy women’s magazines 

create cultural space for a wider range of forms of 

visual representation, including graphic design, which 

becomes an important medium for the Counterculture

Timeline ↓



1963
 ❉ March Profumo affair: Minister John Profumo’s 

extramarital affair with model Christine Keeler 

becomes public, causing a major scandal that results 

in the resignation of Prime Minister Harold Macmillan 

(1894–1986) in October and the Conservative 

government’s defeat in the 1964 general election

 ❉ 24 April The Beatles release ‘From Me to You’,  

their first No. 1 hit

1964
 ❉ Top Gear, established by James Wedge and Pat 

Booth, opens at 135a King’s Road. Customers include 

Marianne Faithfull, Mick Jagger and The Beatles

 ❉ Dangerous Drugs Act 1964 permits premises to be 

used for the purpose of smoking cannabis 

 ❉ Drugs (Prevention of Misuse) Act 1964 bans the 

unauthorised possession of amphetamines 

 ❉ 7 September Biba opens on Abingdon Road in 

Kensington (began life as a mail-order company  

in 1963)

 ❉ Alice Pollock launches Quorum at 21 Ansdell Street, 

W8. The following year, Pollock invites Ossie Clark, 

recent graduate of the Royal College of Art, and his 

partner Celia Birtwell to join the boutique

 ❉ October Harold Wilson (1916–1995) becomes  

Prime Minister



1965
 ❉ 27 March The Ad Lib Club opens at 7 Leicester Place, 

Soho, the first nightclub to cater to pop musicians 

playing only black American music (soul and blues)

 ❉ 11 June Allen Ginsberg speaks at the International 

Poetry Incarnation, held at the Royal Albert Hall

 ❉ 14 July The Scotch of St. James nightclub opens at 

Mason’s Yard, SW1. Hopeful visitors have to knock 

on the door and be vetted through a peephole before 

being admitted to this ‘trendiest’ of celebrity hangouts

 ❉ September Indica Gallery opens at 6 Mason’s Yard, 

in the basement of the Indica Bookshop, co-owned 

by John Dunbar, Peter Asher and Barry Miles, and 

supported by Paul McCartney. In November the gallery 

hosts a show of Yoko Ono’s work at which Yoko meets 

future partner John Lennon for the first time

 ❉ December Hung On You opens at 22 Cale Street, 

Chelsea Green

 ❉ December Granny Takes A Trip opens at 488 King’s 

Road, World’s End

1966
 ❉ Drugs (Prevention of Misuse) Act modified to bring 

possession of LSD under control

 ❉ Quorum opens at 52 Radnor Walk

 ❉ Michael Fish opens his eponymous boutique Mr Fish 

on Clifford Street, Mayfair

 ❉ 25 February The Kinks release their ‘Dedicated 

Follower of Fashion’ single

 ❉ March Biba opens on Kensington Church Street

 ❉ 15 April UK release of Rolling Stones album Aftermath

 ❉ 13 May The Rolling Stones release the ‘Paint It Black’ 

single. On 26 May it hits No. 1 in the charts



 ❉ 19 May – 19 September The V&A Museum hosts  

an exhibition of Aubrey Beardsley’s work

 ❉ 22 June Sibylla’s nightclub opens at 9 Swallow Street. 

The Beatles celebrate completing the recording of their 

album Revolver by attending the opening

 ❉ 27 July Thea Porter Decorations Ltd opens  

at 8 Greek Street, Soho, selling bohemian  

chic to an affluent and celebrity clientele

 ❉ 30 July England wins the World Cup, defeating  

West Germany

 ❉ August The Beatles’ seventh album, Revolver,  

is released and enters the UK charts at No. 1.  

The album cover design is the work of Klaus Voormann, 

an old friend from their Hamburg days

 ❉ 24 September On his first night in London, Jimi 

Hendrix joins an impromptu session on stage at the 

Scotch of St. James

 ❉ Hung On You moves to 430 King’s Road

 ❉ Quorum moves to 52 Radnor Walk, Chelsea.  

David Gilmour of Pink Floyd is Quorum’s driver

 ❉ Sir Mark Palmer’s English Boy modelling agency 

opens above Quorum on Radnor Walk October Dandie 

Fashions opens at 161 King’s Road

 ❉ 15 October Launch of International Times magazine  

at the Roundhouse, at an ‘all-night rave’ featuring  

Pink Floyd and Soft Machine

 ❉ November The Ad Lib Club closes

 ❉ December Tara Browne dies of injuries sustained in  

a car accident in South Ken

 ❉ 16 December The Jimi Hendrix Experience releases 

‘Hey Joe’

 ❉ 23 December UFO club has its first night at the 

Blarney Club on Tottenham Court Road



1967
 ❉ Blades moves from Dover Street to 8 Burlington 

Gardens, Savile Row

 ❉ February First issue of Oz (London version) is published 

 ❉ 12 February Redlands drug bust: the police arrive at 

Keith Richards’s West Sussex home, Redlands, where 

he and his guests – including Mick Jagger, Marianne 

Faithfull, gallery owner Robert Fraser and ‘Acid King’ 

David Schneiderman – are taking LSD. The police 

search the premises under the Dangerous Drugs Act 

1965. This results in the infamous trial of Jagger, 

Richards and Fraser

 ❉ 16 March UK release of the film Blow-Up by director 

Michelangelo Antonioni

 ❉ 17 March The Jimi Hendrix Experience releases 

‘Purple Haze’ single

 ❉ 29 April The 14 Hour Technicolor Dream fundraising 

‘musical happening’ for International Times takes  

place at Alexandra Palace

 ❉ May The psychedelic band Tomorrow release their 

debut single, ‘My White Bicycle’

 ❉ 12 May The Jimi Hendrix Experience releases its debut 

album, Are You Experienced

 ❉ 26 May The Beatles release Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 

Hearts Club Band

 ❉ 25 June The Beatles perform ‘All You Need Is Love’ 

on Our World, the first live, international, satellite 

broadcast. This reaches 26 countries and is seen  

by 400 million viewers

 ❉ 1 July The Times newspaper publishes an editorial 

about the Redlands court case by William Rees-Mogg. 

Titled ‘Who breaks a butterfly on a wheel?’, the piece 

is highly critical of the court’s unfairly severe decision, 

and is thought to have contributed to the success of 

Jagger’s and Richards’s appeal against the sentence



 ❉ 27 July The Sexual Offences Act 1967 decriminalises 

homosexual acts in private between two consensual 

men over the age of 21

 ❉ 28 July Last UFO gig at the Blarney Club

 ❉ 29 July International Love-In Festival takes  

place at Alexandra Palace and includes Pink Floyd and 

Tomorrow

 ❉ 31 July On appeal, the court for the Redlands case 

overturns Richards’s conviction and Jagger is given  

a conditional discharge

 ❉ 4 August UFO club moves to the Roundhouse

 ❉ 5 August Pink Floyd release their debut album,  

The Piper at the Gates of Dawn. Band members Roger 

Waters and Richard Wright are photographed wearing 

Thea Porter shirts to promote the album

 ❉ 29 September Last UFO club night

 ❉ 27 October Abortion Act 1967 passed,  

legalising abortions on certain grounds by  

registered practitioners

 ❉ 10–12 November The Fool (Dutch design collective) 

paint a mural across the facades of the building on  

the corner of Baker Street and Paddington Street that 

is to become Apple Boutique

 ❉ 7 December Apple Boutique opens at 94 Baker Street. 

Apple juice is the only drink served at the launch party 

on the 5 December as the shop does not have an 

alcohol licence



1968
 ❉ February The Beatles visit the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, 

the Transcendental Meditation guru, in Rishikesh, 

northern India

 ❉ May Westminster Council force Apple Boutique to 

paint over their psychedelic mural

 ❉ 23 May Apple Tailoring opens at 161 King’s Road, the 

former premises of Dandie Fashions

 ❉ June Quorum approaches the garment and 

accessories manufacturer Al Radley to take over  

the company

 ❉ 31 July Apple Boutique closes

 ❉ 14 August Quorum fashion show at the Revolution 

Club, Mayfair. Pattie Boyd models the clothes, while 

the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Jimi Hendrix and Jane 

Ormsby-Gore are in the audience

 ❉ September Hung On You closes

 ❉ 16 October The Jimi Hendrix Experience releases 

Electric Ladyland

 ❉ 22 November The Beatles (aka The White Album)  

is released with a minimalist cover in stark contrast  

to psychedelia

 ❉ 9 December Quorum Christmas party at  

Royal Albert Hall



1969
 ❉ Mr Freedom opens at 430 King’s Road,  

the former site of Hung On You

 ❉ Quorum relocates to 113 King’s Road

 ❉ Tommy Nutter pairs up with tailor Edward Sexton to 

launch Nutters of Savile Row, based at 35a Savile Row

 ❉ 3 July Rolling Stone Brian Jones is found dead in his 

swimming pool at Cotchford Farm, East Sussex

 ❉ 5 July The Rolling Stones perform at a free concert 

in Hyde Park. Mick Jagger wears a smock dress by 

Mr Fish. In tribute to Brian Jones, Jagger recites from 

Adonais, the elegy written by Shelley on the death of 

his friend Keats, before hundreds of white butterflies 

are released

 ❉ 11 July David Bowie releases his single, ‘Space Oddity’. 

His silver Major Tom suit had been made for him by 

Dandie Fashions

 ❉ 20 July Apollo 11 lands on the Moon

 ❉ 15-18 August Woodstock music festival takes place 

in Bethel, New York. It is a pivotal moment in the 

history of popular music and a defining event for the 

counterculture generation

 ❉ 26 September The Beatles release the album Abbey 

Road. With the exception of George Harrison who is 

wearing denim, the Beatles wear Tommy Nutter suits 

as they walk across the Abbey Road zebra crossing 

on the album’s cover shot, taken on 8 August 1969 by 

photographer Iain Macmillan

 ❉ Late 1969 Granny Takes A Trip is bought by Freddie 

Hornik, in partnership with New York fashion 

entrepreneurs Marty Breslau and Gene Krell



1970
 ❉ Spring Quorum hosts a catwalk show at Chelsea Town 

Hall. The soundtrack is compiled by Pink Floyd’s David 

Gilmour and the room is filled with celebrities

 ❉ August Performance, starring James Fox, Mick Jagger 

and Anita Pallenberg, is released. Made in 1968, the 

film was directed by Donald Cammell and Nick Roeg

 ❉ August Around 600,000 people attend the Isle of 

Wight Festival. Artists include Jimi Hendrix, The Who, 

The Doors, Chicago, Joan Baez and Jethro Tull

 ❉ 18 September Jimi Hendrix is pronounced dead

 ❉ 19 September Pilton Pop, Blues & Folk Festival 

(later becomes Glastonbury) takes place at Worthy 

Farm, in Somerset, with performances by T. Rex, 

Steamhammer and Quintessence

1971
 ❉ Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 introduces Classes A,  

B and C of controlled drugs

 ❉ David Hockney paints Mr and Mrs Clark and Percy, 

featuring Ossie Clark and Celia Birtwell

 ❉ Malcolm McLaren and Vivienne Westwood open  

Let It Rock at 430 King’s Road

 ❉ 10 April UK release of David Bowie’s album The Man 

Who Sold the World. The cover features a photograph 

of Bowie wearing a ‘man-dress’ designed by Mr Fish

 ❉ 23 April The Rolling Stones release Sticky Fingers

 ❉ 12 May Mick Jagger wears a Tommy Nutter suit  

at his marriage with Bianca Pérez-Mora Macías  

in Saint-Tropez

 ❉ 24 September T. Rex release the album Electric Warrior

 ❉ 16 December The musical comedy film The Boy Friend, 

starring Twiggy and directed by Ken Russell,  

is released



1972
 ❉ Mr Fish closes on Clifford Street and re-launches in 

Mount Street, Mayfair

 ❉ 12 May The Rolling Stones release the album Exile  

on Main St.

 ❉ 16 June David Bowie releases the album The Rise and 

Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars

 ❉ 16 June Roxy Music release their eponymous  

debut album

 ❉ 20 November Quorum fashion show at model Nicky 

Samuel’s house at 28 Mallord Street, Chelsea, with – 

invitation card designed by David Hockney

1973
 ❉ Biba moves into the redundant Derry & Toms 

department store in Kensington High Street. The new 

Big Biba celebrates Art Deco and Hollywood glamour, 

with a dose of kitsch, selling everything from baked 

beans to curtains, as well as women’s, men’s and 

children’s fashions

 ❉ 1 March Pink Floyd release the album The Dark Side of 

the Moon

 ❉ 13 April David Bowie releases the album Aladdin Sane

 ❉ 13 July Queen release their eponymous debut album

 ❉ 27 July New York Dolls release their eponymous debut 

album

 ❉ 5 October Elton John releases the double album 

Goodbye Yellow Brick Road 

1975
 ❉ 19 September Big Biba falls victim to the recession and 

closes its doors for the last time

 ❉ 4 October Bonhams auction off Big Biba’s fixtures and 

fittings in a sale titled ‘Good-Bye Ken High!’



 In the summer of 1966, George Melly visited the Aubrey 
Beardsley exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
The perplexed writer struggled to identify the assembled 
visitors, who gave the impression of belonging to a secret 
society. Months later, Melly realised that this youthful 
‘crowd’ formed part of the newly emerging Underground. 
Beardsley’s illustrations and the sinuous forms of Art 
Nouveau❉ embodied social and sexual freedoms that 
challenged prevailing societal values and would prove to 
be one of the Counterculture’s earliest formative graphic 
influences.

While Swinging London promoted consumerism and 
futurism, a very different ideology was developing in 
parallel. The Underground were ‘arty’ and intellectual. 
They rejected materialism, seeking instead spiritual 
and psychedelic enlightenment. On 11 June 1965 this 
alternative community congregated at London’s Royal 
Albert Hall for the International Poetry Incarnation, 
energised by the arrival of American poet Allen Ginsberg.  
The Counterculture had arrived.

This alternative society included an elite group of artists, 
aristocrats and musicians: Beautiful People. Young, rich 
and talented, they refused to relinquish the hedonism 
of youth, adopting the mantra ‘Turn on, tune in, drop 
out’. Harold Wilson’s Britain – where economic fear and 
threat of war were absent – provided the perfect social 
conditions and space for their creativity and rebelliousness 
to flourish.

The style of clothes this new elite chose to wear reflected 
their affiliation to an alternative culture that embraced 
permissive attitudes, while their psychedelic❉ experiences 
resulted in a heightened awareness of colour and texture 
that inspired the decade’s most flamboyant style. 



❉Art Nouveau
Art Nouveau emerged as a dynamic expressive style in the 
visual arts between 1890 and the First World War in both 
Western Europe and the United States. Taking inspiration 
from the natural world, it embraced organic forms, delicate 
tendrils, swirling and sinuous undulating lines. Drawing 
on elements of Japanese art that flooded Western 
markets mainly in the form of prints, Art Nouveau was an 
outgrowth of two nineteenth-century developments – the 
Arts and Crafts movement and the Aesthetic movement. 
The former emphasised a return to handcraftsmanship, 
while the latter promoted a credo of ‘art for art’s sake’. 
The popularity of Art Nouveau grew in the 1960s due to 
exhibitions in New York (1959) and Paris (1960), as well as 
the large-scale Victoria and Albert Museum retrospective 
of the work of Aubrey Beardsley (1872–1898) in 1966. The 
flowery organic lines of Art Nouveau were revived in a new 
psychedelic style in fashion as well as in the typography 
used on album covers and in commercial advertising.

❉Pyschedelic
The term ‘psychedelic’ was first coined in 1956 by 
psychiatrist Humphry Osmond (1917–2004) as an 
alternative name for the hallucinogenic drugs used in 
psychotherapy. LSD, or ‘acid’, began to be used in the 
second half of the 1950s as an experimental treatment 
and a potential cure for mental illness. In the early 1960s 
the use of LSD and other hallucinogens was advocated 
by proponents of the new ‘consciousness expansion’ such 
as English author and philosopher Aldous Huxley (1894–
1963) and American psychologist Timothy Leary (1920–
1996), whose writings profoundly influenced the thinking 
of the new generation. In the 1960s the use of psychedelic 
drugs became widespread in California (especially 
in San Francisco), as well as in Britain. The resulting 
subculture caused new meanings to be attached to the 
word ‘psychedelic’: abstract decoration incorporating 
bright swirling patterns similar to those seen in substance-
induced hallucinations – whether experienced in a light 
show, on a poster or a fashion fabric – were all referred to 
as ‘psychedelic’.



 Time magazine’s ‘Swinging London’ issue in April 
1966 turned global attention to Carnaby Street, causing 
swarms of tourists to descend in search of the latest mass-
produced fashions and kitsch souvenirs. However, the 
in-crowd had already moved on and were colonising the 
King’s Road, previously home to the ‘Chelsea set’ that had 
included Mary Quant and Terence Conran. The new stylish 
elite included stars of theatre, fashion, art, music, cinema 
and photography. Rock celebrities mixed with aristocracy 
in neighbourhood bars and boutiques, and frequented the 
nearby World Psychedelic Centre run by acid evangelist 
Michael Hollingshead.

A tradition of valuing the past was enshrined in Chelsea, 
an area that had always attracted a bohemian crowd. The 
leader of Chelsea’s new elite was aristocrat Christopher 
Gibbs, antiques connoisseur and sartorial trendsetter. 
Rejecting the ‘newness’ associated with Carnaby Street, 
Gibbs and his circle rummaged through attics, creating 
an alternative aesthetic that rejected mainstream fashion 
and reflected their own cultural heritage. Influenced by Art 
Nouveau, psychedelic graphics and Eastern mysticism, 
the new subversive boutiques such as Hung On You and 
Granny Takes A Trip created an androgynous fin-de-siècle 
style that embraced individuality and flamboyance.

When Hung On You closed in 1968, successive shops 
occupied the King’s Road site until it was inhabited by 
Vivienne Westwood and Malcolm McLaren, who by 1974 
were selling T-shirts bearing a manifesto that pronounced 
who was ‘in’ and who was ‘out’. Many of the Beautiful 
People were henceforth proclaimed part of the very 
‘establishment’ they had once actively opposed.



 Crossing the threshold of subversive boutiques such 
as Hung On You and Granny Takes A Trip was not for the 
fainthearted. These were elitist ‘anti-shops’ that set out to 
intimidate customers who were not part of the in-crowd. 
Many boutique owners boasted aristocratic lineage and 
mingled regularly with rock celebrities. Running a shop was 
considered an extension of their social life and a creative 
outlet – profit was irrelevant. 

The shop decor echoed the taste and status of these 
cultured style entrepreneurs who adopted an anti-fashion 
stance, incorporating vintage and ethnic clothing and fabrics 
in a mix of historical references. Rather than prescribing a 
single look, they offered the customer eclectic clothes to 
style in the manner of bricolage. Biba catered for a broader 
clientele offering retro-chic style, at prices that even the 
ordinary girl could afford. The shop’s curated interior 
reflected Barbara Hulanicki’s cosmopolitan heritage – 
Victoriana and Art Deco were freely mixed in an ambience 
reminiscent of an Eastern souk.

The boutiques cultivated a louche atmosphere, their tight-
fitting androgynous clothes reflecting the contemporary 
shift of attitudes towards sexuality and gender. Eschewing 
San Francisco’s casual hippie style, London’s psychedelic 
fashions reflected the English tradition of tailoring and 
refined elegance.

Many of these boutiques had short lives due to the expense 
of their luxurious fabrics and tailoring and their dilettante 
attitude to business. When the Beatles performed ‘All You 
Need Is Love’, dressed in kaleidoscopic finery for the BBC’s 
first global broadcast in June 1967, the psychedelic look was 
already ripe for commercialisation.



 The symbiotic relationship between fashion and 
music clearly visible in the 1960s continued into the next 
decade. In 1969, Granny Takes A Trip was sold to Freddie 
Hornik, erstwhile co-owner of Dandie Fashions, who hired 
American managers with a new energy that reflected the 
current mood. The boutique became a mecca for a new 
breed of rock star that experimented with make-up and 
clothing and blurred gender boundaries. The new glam 
rock scene embraced glamour and glitter, lurex and lamé, 
revelling in ‘camp❉’ stylisation and exaggeration.

The rise of ‘glam’ was echoed by the hedonistic and kitsch 
style of Big Biba in the Art Deco former Derry & Tom 
building in Kensington High Street. The store became a 
destination where customers, dressed for the occasion, 
could both witness and participate in the fantasy. The 
glamorous fifth-floor Rainbow Room enhanced Biba’s 
‘chic’ status, drawing in the partying crowd with acts such 
as the proto-punk band New York Dolls. Thrifty bassist 
Arthur ‘Killer’ Kane was so smitten by a Biba jacket with 
leopard-print collar that he swapped price tickets to avoid 
paying the full price.

The 1950s witnessed a new revival that marked a shift 
from the idealism of the Counterculture. Britain’s Teddy 
Boy subculture acquired new meanings, becoming for 
many a rebellious sartorial style. Mr Freedom sold Teddy 
Boy clothing in lurid colours and brash Pop Art fashion 
infused with cartoon kitsch, while Miss Mouse, alias Rae 
Spencer-Cullen, offered retro-inspired fashions created 
from her own exclusive fabric designs.



❉Camp
The concept of camp can be traced back to the glittering 
court of Louis XIV at the Palace of Versailles with the 
posing and performance of its courtiers. A camp sensibility 
delights in artifice, stylisation and exaggeration; it adopts 
a note of irony and playful theatricality, converting the 
serious into the frivolous and vice versa. Many examples of 
camp are things that from a “serious” point of view appear 
to be either bad art or kitsch.  In the climate of the 1960s 
counterculture, the embracing of camp became part of 
the broader resistance against established hierarchies 
including a rejection of accepted notions of good taste.  
The resurgence of interest in Art Nouveau, hitherto looked 
down upon, and the popularity of the decadent drawings 
of artist Aubrey Beardsley reflected the desire to break 
away from mainstream post war aesthetics by a generation 
in search of new sexual and social freedoms.



 Against a background of economic gloom, the early 
1970s sought solace in the past. Fashion embraced ‘retro❉’ 
style with its playful irreverence and panache – movies 
such as The Boy Friend and Bonnie and Clyde provided 
nostalgic sartorial inspiration. Art Deco❉ became freely 
mixed and merged in an exuberant mishmash of history 
and style, while Hollywood provided the ultimate fantasy 
with its cocktail of glamour, sophistication and sensuality. 
Sequins and satin, lurex and leopard print created a 
subversive modern look.

Biba oozed vintage chic, even using original 1930s 
fabrics for limited-edition pieces. Having embraced Art 
Nouveau, Biba turned to the glamour of Art Deco❉, 
culminating in the renovation of the 1930s Derry & Toms 
building. With Egyptian-themed changing rooms and the 
decadent Rainbow Room, Big Biba created a theatrical 
fantasy world.

For designer Ossie Clark, the sensual bias cut of 1930s 
designer Madeleine Vionnet proved to be a major 
inspiration. In 1965, Alice Pollock, founder of the boutique 
Quorum, invited the talented graduate to join her, together 
with his collaborator and partner Celia Birtwell. The 
ingenious cut of Clark’s designs celebrated the female 
silhouette, exuding a sensuous appeal, while Birtwell’s 
exquisite prints inspired by Bakst, Picasso and Matisse 
added romance and drama.

Quorum’s fashion shows were legendary. The Revolution 
Club, in Mayfair, provided the setting for a fashion 
‘happening’ in August 1968, where models moved and 
grooved, surrounded by a celebrity audience from the 
worlds of fashion and music. Quorum graduated from 
boutique to artistic salon, where the cream of London’s 
creative talent socialised and networked.



❉Art Deco
Art Deco derives its name from the Exposition 
Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes 
held in Paris in 1925, where the style was first exhibited. 
The distinguishing stylistic features of Jazz Moderne or 
Style 25, as it was called at that time, are simple, clean 
shapes, often with a streamlined look and ornament 
that is geometric or stylised from representational forms. 
Although Art Deco objects were rarely mass-produced, 
the characteristic features of the style reflected admiration 
for the modernity of the machine and the design qualities 
of the machine-made object. Art Nouveau, Bauhaus, 
Cubism and designs for Serge Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes 
were formative influences for the new style; American 
Indian, Egyptian and early classical sources, as well as 
nature, provided decorative ideas. In 1966 the slangy 
epithet Art Déco was used as part of the subtitle for 
the Paris show Les Années ‘25’ at the Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs, and became loosely associated with a variety 
of interwar styles, resulting in a revival. Art Deco became 
popular once more, appealing to a generation who 
recognised this new version’s half-reverent half-ironic tone 
that connected the sleek style with the shiny glamour of 
Pop Art.

❉Retro
In 1970s France the word rétro, an abbreviation for 
rétrospectif, gained cultural currency in re-evaluations of 
France’s role in the Second World War: mode rétro, a term 
coined by a group of French film-makers, reappraised the 
conduct of French civilians during the Nazi occupation. 
The term was soon also applied to nostalgic fashions that 
recalled the same period and shortly afterwards ‘retro’ – 
suggesting a partly ironic, partly nostalgic consideration 
of the recent past – was introduced into English by the 
fashion and culture press. Using the past as a dressing-up 
box to mix and match in a playful way, retro style provided 
an alternative mode of dressing for a new generation 
dissatisfied with the present. Contemporary movies 
such as The Boy Friend and Bonnie and Clyde provided 
inspiration through the soft focus of the camera lens to 
offer a reinterpreted vision of the past.



 For most young men at the dawn of the 1970s, the 
traditional dark city suit and plain shirt no longer had any 
relevance. The sexual revolution of 1960s Britain had 
enabled men to express themselves in new ways that 
embraced a fresh sartorial style. Women, unfazed by men 
who avoided a traditionally masculine look, welcomed this 
change, openly admiring the androgynous and gender-
bending style worn by rock stars.

The tradition of British tailoring continued to influence 
menswear but was reinterpreted – details were key. 
A newfound enthusiasm for 1950s style, kitsch and 
Americana proved influential. Bill Haley’s 1968 tour of 
Britain not only put ‘Rock Around the Clock’ back in the 
charts but also drew attention to Britain’s Teddy Boy 
subculture. Draped jackets and drainpipe trousers were 
reimagined in flamboyant fabrics and colours.

The King’s Road was re-energised – pop and rock stars 
visited Granny Takes A Trip, now under new ownership, 
for crushed velvet finery and vibrant Gohil’s high-heeled 
boots as referenced by Pink Floyd. Tommy Roberts created 
a colourful Pop Art-inspired look that attracted rock stars 
such as David Bowie, who chose to wear a Mr Freedom 
suit on the back cover of his album, Pin Ups (1973). Trouser 
suits also became a fashion statement for the liberated 
woman, as showcased by style icon Bianca Jagger. 
In Mayfair, home of British tailoring, House of Nutter 
embraced the prevailing mood, adopting contemporary 
silhouettes and rejecting sombre conventional suiting in 
favour of exotic fabrics, colour and pattern.



 In 1968, Women’s Wear Daily proclaimed that finding a 
‘look’ was akin to going through analysis: ‘To find a personal 
expression of beauty, one has to search the soul.’ This 
quest for spiritual enlightenment resulted in an eclectic look 
reflecting nostalgia for an anti-technological past.

Vintage fabrics and indigenous pieces reflecting the 
decade’s interest in ‘ethnic’ cultures, provided elements 
that could be ‘patchworked’ together to create an 
individual style - Hung On You sold boots made from 
kilim rugs, while Granny Takes A Trip sold unique dresses 
created from Indian bedspreads. By the early 1970s the 
culturally eclectic look had been adopted commercially 
and printed Indian cotton skirts were everywhere.

For some, Timothy Leary’s ‘Turn on, tune in, drop out’ 
mantra meant rejecting ‘straight’ society, but for others, 
including the Beatles, a pilgrimage to the mystical East 
became de rigueur. By the end of the 1960s the well-
trodden hippie trail attracted a cheerful ragbag of travellers 
who brought back clothing and a fascination with artisanal 
techniques such as batik and tie-dye.

If you had neither the time nor money to follow the hippie 
trail, Kensington Market offered an evocative ambience, 
infused with the heady smell of patchouli and damp Afghan 
coats. Housed in a rundown ex-department store, the 
hotchpotch of stalls over three floors offered an array of 
unique vintage, upcycled and newly made clothes appealing 
to all style tribes, attracting both teenagers and rock 
stars. With a constantly changing assortment of stalls, the 
market’s impact on British fashion and street style was huge.



 In the late 1960s and early 1970s, fashion rejected the 
materialism of earlier years, seeking an escape from the 
corruption of modern times in the belief that authenticity 
could be found in a mythologised past or a distant 
civilisation. The past became a dressing-up box yielding an 
assemblage of styles infused with romance and fantasy.

The utopian Medievalism depicted by the Pre-
Raphaelites and the pre-industrial world of the Arts 
and Crafts movement provided inspiration, echoed by 
the high fantasy, pseudo-medieval setting of popular 
novels such as J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit, published 
in 1937. In the cinema, a hybrid Arthurian world was 
portrayed in the 1967 film Camelot, in which Guinevere’s 
costumes simultaneously evoked the medieval period and 
contemporary style.

In this milieu a new look evolved, known as ‘hippie 
deluxe’, popular with an international elite of aristocracy, 
celebrities and royalty. Hippie and culturally diverse 
influences provided inspiration for a group of young 
designers, including Zandra Rhodes, Bill Gibb and Marisa 
Martin, all alumni of London’s prestigious Royal College 
of Art. Designer Thea Porter, who imported textiles and 
garments from the Middle East, combined fabulous 
colours, shapes and textiles to create bohemian dresses 
and kaftans. These designers adopted an artistic, artisanal 
approach that revealed the maker’s hand.

Beading, smocking, quilting, leatherwork and hand-
painted textiles became elevated techniques in conceiving 
a craftsman couture that embraced historicism and ethnic 
references. From seductive chiffon and silk, vintage fabrics 
and lace, were produced dresses that softly enveloped 
the female form, creating transformative garments that 
transcended fashion.



 ‘London Street-life was changing drastically. There 
was a new parade on the King’s Road. In the clubs around 
there and in Soho and Oxford Street, you could feel the 
tension. Yesterday’s youth doré was suddenly irrelevant.’
Zandra Rhodes and Anne Knight, The Art of Zandra 
Rhodes, Jonathan Cape, 1984

By the late 1960s, hippie style had been commercialised 
and the King’s Road had become a sea of flared and 
faded denim. Michael Rainey and Jane Ormsby-Gore 
had fled London and there was a new creative couple in 
town ready to shake things up. Fans of Mr Freedom with 
its Pop Art take on the 1950s, Malcolm McLaren and 
Vivienne Westwood found inspiration in rock ‘n’ roll style, 
seeing it as a means of expressing their disgust in the 
post-hippie aftermath.

In late 1971, McLaren and Westwood took over the back of 
Paradise Garage at 430 King’s Road, selling refurbished 
radios, records and clothes, and naming their shop Let It 
Rock, after the Chuck Berry song. Granny Takes A Trip 
revisited the past to create an interior that proclaimed its 
style position with a facade that dared the consumer to 
cross the threshold, and Let It Rock now set out to disrupt 
the hippie sensibilities of shoppers on the King’s Road by 
adopting a more aggressive expression of youth culture. 
By 1973 the shop had been recast as Too Fast To Live Too 
Young To Die, selling drape suits and brothel creepers but 
also remarkable original designs. The following year the 
shop was recreated as SEX, selling fetish and bondage 
clothing and assuming a more openly provocative stance. 
When Mick Jagger tried to enter, he allegedly had the 
door slammed in his face: a blatant gesture of defiance 
to the old order. With anarchic slogans and soundtrack 
guaranteed to wake up society from their collective dream 
of peace and love, punk had arrived.



This selection of photographs presents the key 
personalities of this era, who showcased the vibrant fashion 
boom that sprang from London’s boutique phenomenon, 
beginning in 1966 when Time magazine announced to its 
international readership that London was the centre of 
the Swinging Sixties. The Countercultural fashion world 
for the next few years was expressed most vividly through 
magazine photographs of celebrities of the time, such 
as Pattie and Jenny Boyd, Twiggy, Marsha Hunt, Jimi 
Hendrix and the Ormsby-Gores.

The display shows original vintage magazines, record 
covers and contemporary photographs from the late 
1960s up to the early 1970s. Exhibits include a rare 
copy of the international edition of the large-format Life 
magazine, and Time magazine’s coverage of key London 
boutiques with a cover photograph of Ossie Clark in front 
of Antony Little’s Beardsley-esque back wall inside the 
Hung On You boutique. 1966 was also the year that the 
Victoria and Albert Museum staged a highly influential 
retrospective exhibition of Aubrey Beardsley’s fin-de-siècle 
black and white drawings, which had a major influence 
on contemporary art, photography and fashion. Klaus 
Voormann’s cover for the Beatles’ album Revolver was 
inspired by this exhibition and displayed inside Michael 
Rainey’s Hung On You boutique, shown on the cover of  
Life magazine.



New print magazines of the time in unusual formats, 
such as Nova, a relaunched Queen magazine and the 
Counterculture Underground Oz magazine made a 
significant impact – so much so that when the society 
magazine Tatler closed, it was transformed into London 
Life magazine and celebrated an establishment of fashion 
worlds as the new ‘popocracy’. The Beatles and the Rolling 
Stones both vied with new forms of musical creativity, 
expressed through psychedelic fashion designs. Younger 
photographers such as Gered Mankowitz (who became the 
Stones’s official photographer) joined Brian Duffy, David 
Bailey, Robert Whitaker, Tessa and Ronald Traeger, and 
Justin de Villeneuve, helping to create and define this era’s 
Beautiful People through revolutionary images.



 When John Hoppy Hopkins surveyed the audience 
gathered at the Royal Albert Hall poetry reading 11 July 
1965, he realised that what this crowd lacked was a 
common voice. The Fleet Street press, traditionally 
catering for a society whose values were determined and 
imposed by the middle class, were not relevant for this 
new post-war generation - better educated than their 
parents, with wider access to further education following 
the 1944 Education Act they had more disposable 
income and different aspirations. The new youth market 
included weekly music press and weeklies aimed at 
teenage girls but there was no coverage of serious 
subjects that concerned young people such as nuclear 
disarmament, the anti-Vietnam War Movement and 
sexual liberation, To fill this vacuum, Hopkins, together 
with Barry Miles, London correspondent for New York’s 
alternative East Village Other, launched the International 
Times (soon shortened to IT) in 1966. Britain’s first 
underground newspaper was launched on Saturday 15 
October with a huge party, held at the Roundhouse with 
bands Pink Floyd and Soft Machine top of the billing. 
The birth of IT was quickly followed by the arrival of Oz 
magazine, imported from Australia in 1967. This monthly 
magazine soon became the mouthpiece of the London 
counterculture focusing on political dissent, rock music 
and provocative design. 
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showing boutiques and 
haunts frequented by  
the Beautiful People



The Boutique Owners ↓

Michael Rainey (1941–2017)… Aristocrat, designer, 

entrepreneur and self-described dandy, Rainey was the 

founder of Hung On You together with his wife Jane 

Ormsby- Gore.

Jane Ormsby-Gore (b.1942)… Daughter of diplomat 

Lord Harlech, Ormsby-Gore worked for antiques dealer 

Christopher Gibbs and Vogue magazine before opening 

Hung On You. Famous for her striking looks and eclectic 

style, Lady Jane was at the centre of the stylish elite.

Nigel Waymouth (b.1941)… Waymouth was co-founder 

of Granny Takes A Trip, involved both in the design of 

its unique clothes and its constantly changing exterior. 

Together with artist Michael English he formed the  

design collaboration Hapshash and the Coloured Coat.

John Pearse… Ex-Mod Pearse was an apprentice at Savile 

Row tailor Henry Poole, and worked at outfitters Hawes 

& Curtis before joining forces with Nigel Waymouth and 

Sheila Cohen to launch Granny Takes A Trip.

Sheila Cohen… Avid collector of vintage clothing, Cohen 

provided the vintage element of Granny Takes A Trip.



Freddie Hornik (1944–2009)… Hornik launched Dandie 

Fashions with Alan Holston, John Crittle, Tara Browne 

and Neil Winterbotham in 1966. In 1969 Hornik took over 

the legendary Granny Takes A Trip and together with 

New Yorkers Gene Krell and Marty Breslau expanded the 

business, adding shops in New York and Los Angeles.

John Crittle (1943–2000)… Australian-born Crittle 

arrived in London in 1963 and by 1965 was working at 

Hung On You. Co-founder of Dandie Fashions, Crittle 

became a director of Apple Tailoring when Dandie closed 

its doors in 1968.

Alan Holston… Co-founder of Dandie Fashions, Holston 

left the boutique in 1968, joining Deborah Wood’s and 

Clare Bewicke’s shirtmaking business, Deborah & Clare,  

in Knightsbridge.

Tara Browne (1945–1966) … London-based Irish 

socialite, heir to the Guinness fortune and co-founder of 

Dandie Fashions. His tragic death at the wheel of a car is 

referenced in the Beatles song ‘A Day in the Life’ (1967).

Barbara Hulanicki OBE (b. 1936)… Warsaw-born 

Hulanicki studied at Brighton School of Art and worked 

as a fashion illustrator for magazines such as Vogue, Tatler 

and Women’s Wear Daily before launching Biba with her 

husband Stephen Fitz-Simon (alias ‘Fitz’) in 1964.

Raymond (Ossie) Clark (1942–1996)… Graduate of the 

Royal College of Art, Clark was the first designer to fuse 

rock music and fashion. His beautifully cut sensual dresses 

inspired by the 1930s and 40s earned him the title  

‘King of King’s Road’.



Celia Birtwell (b.1941)… Muse of artist David Hockney and 

wife of Ossie Clark, Birtwell designed the bold, romantic 

prints for the wispy crepes, silks and chiffons that Clark 

transformed into feminine and seductive  

garments that defined the era.

Alice Pollock (b.1942)… Pollock launched the boutique 

Quorum in 1964, providing a shop window for many young 

designers, including Michael Rainey and Ossie Clark, 

whom Pollock invited to join Quorum in 1965, together 

with Celia Birtwell.

Tommy Roberts (1942–2012)… Roberts opened his first 

boutique, Kleptomania, in Soho in 1966, followed by Mr 

Freedom (in partnership with Trevor Myles) at 430 King’s 

Road in 1969. Roberts’s exuberance was reflected in the 

shop’s Pop Art sensibility and celebration of Americana.

Michael Fish (b.1940)… By the early 1960s, Fish, 

an apprenticed shirtmaker, was designing shirts and 

accessories for traditional men’s outfitters Turnbull  

& Asser, where he introduced exaggerated collars, frills 

and embroideries and the iconic kipper tie. He opened 

his eponymous boutique Mr Fish in Mayfair in partnership 

with entrepreneur Barry Sainsbury in 1966.

Rupert Lycett Green (b.1938)… Socially well-connected 

Lycett Green opened his tailoring establishment, Blades, in 

Dover Street in 1962, relocating to Burlington Gardens in 

1967. Combining traditional tailoring with modern fabrics 

and detailing, Lycett Green’s designs possessed both 

elegance and flair.



Tommy Nutter (1943–1992)… Nutter combined traditional 

tailoring with innovative design to reinvent the Savile Row 

suit, reflecting the Peacock Revolution of 1960s Swinging 

London. Together with tailor Edward Sexton he opened 

Nutters of Savile Row in 1969, catering to rock stars, 

artists and aristos in search of the new shapes and details 

pioneered at the shop.

Paul Reeves… Influential designer and creator of the 

fashion label Sam Pig In Love. Together with John Lloyd, 

he ran vintage supplier Alkasura Wholesale Ltd, before 

opening his own boutique, Universal Witness, in 1969.

John Lloyd… Business partner of Paul Reeves, Lloyd 

opened boutique Alkasura in 1969. The shop soon became 

famous for its increasingly flamboyant clothing that 

attracted the attention of the emerging ‘glam’  

music scene. Lloyd died in 1974.

Thea Porter (1927–2000)… Born in Jerusalem, Porter 

grew up in Damascus and Beirut before settling in London. 

She opened her boutique on Soho’s Greek Street in July 

1966, instantly attracting a rock and film-star clientele. 

A pioneer of bohemian chic, Porter’s garments reflected 

a unique aesthetic that embraced an eclectic mix of 

luxurious contemporary and antique fabrics.

Deborah Wood and Clare Bewicke… Wood and Bewicke 

set up business together as bespoke shirtmakers in 1965, 

working from a basement in Chelsea. They opened 

their boutique, Deborah & Clare, in Beauchamp Place, 

Knightsbridge, in December 1967. Fusing contemporary 

fabrics and design with the traditional skills of Jermyn 

Street, their unique shirts were worn by rock stars, film 

stars and fashionable dressers of the day.



The Chelsea Bluebloods/Old Etonians ↓ 

Christopher Gibbs (1938–2018)… Aristocrat, antiques 

collector and dealer as well as sartorial trendsetter, Gibbs 

was an influential figure in fashion and interior design in 

1960s London and was at the centre of the King’s Road 

social scene. Gibbs was editor of Men in Vogue between 

1965 and 1970.

Robert Fraser (1937–1986)… Fraser was a London art 

dealer whose Duke Street gallery helped to launch and 

promote the work of many important new British and 

American artists, including Peter Blake, Bridget Riley and 

photographer Richard Hamilton. Fraser was a close friend 

of the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, and his gallery was a 

focus of the London social scene.

Sir Mark Palmer… Baronet, ex-Etonian and former Page 

of Honour to his godmother the Queen, Palmer launched 

the English Boy modelling agency in 1967. The agency’s 

aim was to promote a new kind of male model in tune with 

the prevailing mood that embraced an androgynous look. 

Many of the Beautiful People were on the agency’s books, 

including Anita Pallenberg and Brian Jones.

The Rock Stars ↓  

The Beatles… John Lennon (1940–1980), Paul 

McCartney (b.1942), George Harrison (1943–2001)  

and Ringo Starr (b.1940)

The Rolling Stones… Mick Jagger (b.1943), Ronnie Wood 

(b.1947), Bill Wyman (b.1936), Charlie Watts (1941–2021), 

Brian Jones (1942–1969) and Mick Taylor (b.1949)



Jimi Hendrix (1942–1970)… American guitarist, singer and 

songwriter, Hendrix is widely regarded as one of the most 

influential electric guitarists in rock music history. Hendrix 

moved to London in 1966 and was a frequent visitor to the 

King’s Road and its psychedelic boutiques.

The Muses and Style Icons ↓  

Marianne Faithfull (b.1946)… Singer, songwriter and 

actress, Faithfull was spotted at a party in 1964 at the age 

of 18 by Andrew Loog Oldham, manager of the Rolling 

Stones. Her career was launched with the release  

of ‘As Tears Go By’, composed by Mick Jagger and Keith 

Richards. Faithfull was briefly married to John Dunbar, co-

founder of the Indica Gallery, and she subsequently went 

out with Jagger.

Anita Pallenberg (1942–2017)… German-Italian actress, 

artist and model, Pallenberg was a 1960s style icon, 

influencing how the Stones dressed and looked. She 

went out with Rolling Stone Brian Jones, and later Keith 

Richards. Pallenberg appeared in several films, including 

Barbarella (1968) and Performance (1970).

Jane Asher (b.1946)… Actress, author and entrepreneur, 

the young Asher was girlfriend and muse to Paul 

McCartney, having first met him when she interviewed the 

Beatles at the Royal Albert Hall at the age of 17. Asher and 

McCartney announced their engagement on Christmas 

Day 1967, only to break up in July 1968.

Pattie Boyd (b.1944)… International model and 

photographer, Boyd epitomised the look of the 1960s. As 

girlfriend and wife of George Harrison, Boyd experienced 

first-hand the Beatles’ rise to success. Boyd and Harrison 

divorced in 1977, and Boyd later married Eric Clapton.

 



The Psychedelic Evangelists ↓  

Timothy Leary (1920–1996)… Icon of 1960s 

Counterculture, Leary, an American writer and 

psychologist, evangelised about the therapeutic and 

spiritual benefits of LSD. It was he who coined and 

popularised the phrase ‘Turn on, tune in, drop out’.

Michael Hollingshead (1931–1984)… British-born 

researcher in psychedelic drugs at Harvard University, 

Hollingshead introduced Timothy Leary to the potential 

of LSD. He moved to London in October 1965 and 

opened the World Psychedelic Centre, based at his 

flat in Belgravia. From there he promoted the power of 

psychedelic drugs in the lead up to Leary’s arrival  

in London. 

The Artists ↓

Antony Little… Artist and interior designer Little designed 

and painted the Art Nouveau-inspired facade of Michael 

Rainey’s Hung On You boutique, before creating the 

window design for the Biba Kensington Church Street 

boutique in 1966. 

The Fool… Marijke Koger, Simon Posthuma, Josje Leeger 

and Barry Finch were the members of this Dutch design 

collective, which created some of the most striking and 

exotic imagery of the psychedelic era. Their hippie, gypsy 

clothing was worn by the Beatles and sold in the Apple 

Boutique. Their strong artistic vision was showcased in the 

psychedelic 1968 film Wonderwall, starring a young Jane 

Birkin and featuring a soundtrack by George Harrison.



Hapshash and the Coloured Coat… Design collaboration 

of Nigel Waymouth and Michael English. The pair met 

when English was painting the shop front for Granny Takes 

A Trip. Their posters in psychedelic colours, created by a 

labour-intensive silk-screen method, advertised gigs and 

happenings at the UFO club and other psychedelic venues. 

Martin Sharp (1942–2013)… A denizen of the King’s  

Road neighbourhood, Australian Sharp was a psychedelic 

artist and joint founder of Underground magazine Oz  

with his friend Richard Neville. An innovator of psychedelic 

art, Sharp gave the 1960s Counterculture  

its visual expression. 

The Underground ↓

John ‘Hoppy’ Hopkins (1937–2015)… Photographer, 

journalist and political activist, Hopkins was a major 

player in the Counterculture. He was co-founder of the 

International Times magazine, the London Free School  

(a community-based adult education initiative) and music 

venue UFO, which he launched with Joe Boyd.

Barry Miles (b.1943)… Author Barry Miles was co-founder 

of the Indica Gallery, together with John Dunbar (husband 

of Marianne Faithfull) and Peter Asher (brother of Paul 

McCartney’s girlfriend Jane Asher). It was at a show of 

artist Yoko Ono’s work at Indica that John Lennon first met 

his future partner. 

Richard Neville (1941–2016)… Australian writer and 

social commentator, Neville was founder and editor of the 

provocative Underground magazine Oz, first published 

in Sydney in April 1963. The first issue of the London Oz 

was produced in February 1967 by Neville and fellow 

editors Felix Dennis and Jim Anderson. During a run of 

48 issues, which ended in 1973, Oz covered a diverse 

range of subjects, from gay rights to racism, feminism, the 

environment, rock music and the Vietnam War.
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